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Introduction

Will a count.ry thal. starts growing first be able to maintain its initial advantage in income Icvel

over uther rountries in a world of capital mobility ? Can the direction and size of international

capital movements be explained simply by examining which countries started industrialising first,

or wore concisely, by history ?'fhese questions are intirnately connected to many important

topics in macro and development economics such as the convergence hypothesis, the analysis oÍ

the growth implications of foreign investment and the more general queation of the role of history

in econornics. 1'his paper shows in a very simple overlapping generations model with long run

growth, in a world of two countries identical in every respect except that one country `starts'

before another, that the first starter may enjoy a higher level of income for ever and that the per

capita size of international capital flows may also grow without bound. This result implies that

a later starting country, the poorer country, may after the initial period of integration, always

have a positive balance of trade and a negative current account due to large interest payments

to foreign capital. However this paper also shows that it is possible for the later starting country

to `ratrh up' the earlier starter and that in the limit international capital flows may tend to

zero as both countries' national incomes converge. Finally it is demonstrated that if initial

conditions are also allowed to differ between countries, international capital flows may change

a country's growth path from long run growth to stagnation or vice versa, and that initially it

may be best for the world economy if international income inequality initially increases, a sort

of international version oí the `Kuznets Hypothesis'. This result should certainly be taken into

account by policy makers considering the irnpact ot large capital flows from the west to former

eastern bloc economies.

Long run growth is generated in this model without assuming a production externality. Jones

and Manuelli [9] showed that Iong run growth is possible in economies with convex ptoduction

strurtures when agents are infinitely lived. However when agents have finite lives Jones and

Manuelli [8] show that long run growth is impossible without some income redistribution frorn

the old to the young and they describe a tax policy that permits long run growth. In this paper
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I model the income redistribution as voluntary due to an assumed transfer motive.

'I'he results in this paper contribute to two areas of the literature, the analysis of international

capital flows and the analysis of the effect of income distibution on economic growth. This

modcl's contribution to the literature on international capital flows stems from the possibility

of multiple long run~steady state equilibria. In the infinite horizon model there is convergence

to a unique long run eqitilibrium. This produces the result that in a two country world with

identical preferences and production technology and perïect international capital mobility, an

econorny that starts first will maintain its wealth advantage over a later starting country in the

long run. Both countries benefit from capital mobility, the poorer country takes advantage of the

consumption smoothing opportunity of borrowing in the short run from the richer country, while

the richer country increases its wealth and long run consumption. In total contrast to the infinite

horizon model, Buiter's [2] overlapping generations model of international capital flows generates

total convergence of national incomes after capital market integration, unless the countries differ

in their preferences. The interesting feature of this model is that it can replicate both these

resnlts aswell as producing the results that the leader country may be made worse off by capital

rnarket integration and that capital movements may change a country's growth path from one of

positive long run growth to one of zero long run growth.

'I'he recent literature on income distribution and growth examines the behaviour of an econ-

omy that is divided into different groups or dynasties and where these divisions are maintained

by capital market imperfections, see Galor and Zeira [7] and Perotti [10], family level human

capital externalities, see Galor and Tsiddon [6], or preferences, see Alesina and Rodrik [1]. This

literature, among other things, explains the Kuznets hypothesis of an inverted U shaped relation-

ship between income inequality and per capita output, as being due to one group in the economy

taking advantage o( a growth externality before the others. 'I'his paper can also generatc Lhis

intuition. For the world economy to enjoy long term growth it may be necessary to delay capital

market integration until one country has grown enough to take the average capital:labor ratio

past a certain critical point. Thus in the short term international income inequality may have to

increase in order for the integrated world economy to be able to obtain long term growth. This
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is the same intuition as in Dellas and de Vries [3].

'Ihis paper is divided into two sectíons. In the first section the model is described and the

properties o( the equilibrium equation of motion for a closed economy are derived. In the second

section I describe the behavior of the two country world economy with capital mobility.

1 Description of a Closed Economy.

1.1 Production

There are two factors of production: Capital, K, and Labor, L. Production is generated by a

Jones and Manuelli style, constant returns to scale production function which is concave and

whose slope tends to a positive constant in the limit. Formally

yr - f(ki) where f(k) ~ 0 f'(k) ~ 0 f"(k) G 0 b'k ~ 0

lim J(k) - 0 lim f'(k) - oo lim j'(k) - r'
ky0 k~0 k~oo

where kr - ~. In thïs paper I will use round brackets -( )- to denote functional relationships

and square brackets -[ ]- to group variables together.

Factor prices are determined in the standard way by the factor's marginal product and so the

return to capital, rr and the return to Labor, wi, are given by

rr - f'(kr) and wi - J(k~) - kr f'(kr)

and we know that as k y oo that wkk -. 0 from the concavity of the production function.

1.2 Consumers and Preferences

Agents exist in the typical overlapping generations world. They live for two periods, work only

in the first, but consume the economy's only good in both periods. Agents are endowed with one

unit of labor in their first yeaz of life and they supply it perfectly inelastically, so their endowment

and the wage rate are equivalent. In addition they also derive happiness from enhancing their

offsprings' Ievel of income, which they do before they die. This is a similar utiGty function to

that used by Galor and Zeira [7]. Notice first that the only relative price in the economy is the
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intertemporal price, 1 f rttt since the relative price of b~tt and ci~l is fixed at one. Thus we can

appeal to }{icks' composite commodity theorem t and treat bi}t and c~tt as a single good. Thus

the condition (or existence and detertninacy in this model will be the same as in the standard

Diamond overlapping generations economy, see Galor and Ryder [5], which is that a~- ~ 0,

whcre .St is the saving in period t of the representative agent.

'I'o simplífy the exposition, I will initially aasume that preferences are homothetically addi-

tively separable between first and second period expenditures, this wIll be relaxed latet. This

implies that the fracton of second period income spent on transfers, y, will be independent of

the relative price 1 ~- rttt. Thus the consumer's maximisation problem,

t t t t citt f bitt t 1Max u(ct,ctft~bttt) s.t. ct f C wt } 6t-
1 f rttt -

implics that

bitt - 7st[1 t rttt][wt t bé-tJ (l)

where ,4t is the savings rate of the representative consumer which is a function ot 1-} rt~t, that

is st - st(1 } rttt)

1.3 The Equation of Motion of the Economy

Thc motion of this economy is governed by equation (1) and the equation of motion for the

capital stock which is

kttt - st[wt f 6i-1J (2)

However these two difference equations are linearly dependent. Substituting ( 2) into ( 1) gives us

6i}t - y[1 t Í '(kttt)Jkttt and so we can write the equation of motion of this economy as a single

difference equation

kttt - st[we t 7[1 ~- j'(ke)JktJ

where
dkttt - s[[7 - 1]f"(ks)kr f 7[1 f j'(ke)J

dkt --1- s,j"(kttt ) [wt t 7[1 f j'(k~)1ktJ '- o
'see Deaton and Muellbauer [3~ page 120.
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1.4 Properties of the Equation of Motion

'!'hc retuni function is very versatila Clearly if y is very small then it will be almost identical

to the standard overlapping genetations return function, thus there is a possibility of multiple

steady state equilibria as shown in Galor and Ryder [5] and depicted in Figure 1. However

perpetual growth is also possible because

ks}i -
si wr t sr7[I t J~(kr)]kt k,

and in the limit as kr -. o0

kkir - st7[I t r`]

'1'hus if srry[1 } r'] ~ 1 then kr will grow for ever. This is depicted in Figure 2. It is cleaz frorn

equations ( 1) and (2) that if k is growing at a steady rate then b will also be growing at the same

rate.

Under the present assumptions an economy will either have long run growth or a steady state

equilibrium, since J'(oo) - r', J"(k) G 0 and aars}1 0, thus if there is long run growth then the

equation of motion for k shows that k must always be rising. However for more general utility

functions there can be steady state equilibria in an economy that can have long run growth.

For example look at the case where ry is allowed to vary with the relative price. I will call the

transfer to their young of generation t, in period t f 1, yt}t and it will be a function of 1-F. rr}i,

that is y~}i - yr}r(1 f rr}~) If we assume that transfers are negatively related to the rate of

interest - a'~~ C 0- then this will lead to an equation of motion8 1}r~;,

kr}i - s r(I -F rt}i)[wr ~- 7r(1 } ri)[1 f Í~(ks)]kt]

where
dkr}r --s[[7e - f1J"(kt)ks f- ryr[1 t J'(kt)] f 7rJ~~(kr)[1 t f~(kt)]ke] 1 0

dkr - 1- srÍ"(k:}t)[wt f ryt[1 i- J'(kt)]kt]

Figure 3 depicts this return function when there is one steady state equlibrium and where there

is also long run growth. The dependence of rate of change of the slope oí the return function on

the third derivative of f(k) means that in general there may be multiple steady state equilibria

as well as long run growth.
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2 World Economy With Internationally Mobile Capital

1 first assume a world in which there are two countries identical in every respect except that one

country starts to grow before the other, but with the same initial level of k. I examine the world

when there is perfect mobility of capital between the two countries, this implies that there is no

need to differentiate between the wage rates in either country since they will be the same, however

the level of transfers will differ between countries and so I will write the transíer in country A

in period t as bi~t-t l and so on. It is important to note that because of the homotheticity of

preferences that the savings rate, st will be the same in both countries. The world capital stock

at time t} 1 is denoted by k'ttt and will be given by

Iittl - LASt[wt -F 6A~t-t1J f LBSt[wt f bB~t-tl]

~ kttt - Lq } Lg - stwt f st[BAba lt-tl ~- BB6BIt-t l]

where BA - L~gand BB - ~~g. I have assumed that there is no population growth, though

an equal rate oï population growth in each country could be trivially added.

It is very useful to define the variable Di as the level oí international capital flows per

person from country A. If 6~ is the total amount of international capital flow and where Si -
;(t-t

st[wt ~-6t ] for i - A, B is defined as above to be the total savings of a representative consumer

in country i, it must be the case that

LASA -b LBSB LAS~ - áA
~ttt - La ~ Le - LA

~ ~A - LA - stBB[bAlt-'I - óBlt-tl]

From above we can write down the transfer dynamics in both countries, which are bitti - styt[1 f

f'(ktft)][wt } b~~t-tl] for i- A,B. From this it follows that

~ttt - sttt7ttt[I -1- f~(kttt)]Di

'I'hus we can describe the dynamics of this model with the following three equations.

kttt - stwt t stbAlt-tl - ~A (3)
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bAti) - se7etl[1 } Í~(kitl)][uir } bA~r-rl] (4)

~ctl - setr7etl[1 } Í~(krtt)]Di (5)

1{owever as in the closed economy model this system is linearly dependent and can be rewritten

in a very simple way indeed. If we substitute equation ( 3) into equation ( 4) and using ( 5) also,

we can write bA}i - ryltl[1 } f'(krtl)kstl] } o-~ which implies 6A{t-11 - ryr[1 } f'(kr)kt] } i

and substituting this back into (3) gives

krtt - siwr } sr7r[f } Í~(kr)]kr

This is precisely the same equation as in the closed economy and thus if s7[I } r'] 1 1 then

the world economy will grow for ever. Notice also from equation (5) that in the limit the level of

internalional capitxl (lows will be growing at precisely Lhe same rate ah the Ievel of incornc.

2.1 The Balance of Payments Accounts

3'ollowing Buiter [1], I will examine the implication of this equlibrium capital (low for the balance

of payments accounts. The balance of trade surplus per person in country A at time t, BoTA, is

the excess o( domestic product over domestic absorption, that is,

BoTA - f(ko) - ci - c~-1 - [ksti - ks]

rearranging terms and using f(kr) - w~ } rrkr gives us

BoTr~ - [wr } bi 1 - ci] - kett } [1 } rt]kr - ci-1 - 6i-1

~ Bo7iA - DA -[1 } rr]DA r- [1 - 7rse]DA G 0

7'hus after the initial period of capital market integration, Lhe richer, capital exporting country

will always be consuming more goods than are produced in its country and thus its balance of

Lrade will a.IWays be in deficit. Its current acount however, will always be positive. The current

account surplus per person in country A at time t, CAA, is the excess of national product over

domestic absorption, that is,

CAA-BoTeA}[1}rt lo"1-0" ~O
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Note however that the present value of the sum of a country's trade surpluses is zero in this

model. Thus this model agrees with the intuitive result of the infinite horizon literature, see

Sachs [I1]. This is shown nicely in the case of Cobb-Douglas preferences where s and ry aze

constants,independent of the rate otinterest. Thus the sum of the present value of the balance

of trade expression for all years after the initial outflow is a geometric series.

~ ~ ~
~ BoTA(1 f r~)-t - ~[1 - 7s]~A(1 f ri)-~ - (I - 73] ~(sry)~~o - -Do
~-i ri e-t

The dynamics of the balance of trade for the first stazting economy is depicted in Figure 4.

In the first year of capital market integration its balance of trade is positive since it has put

some of its savings abroad but it has not yet received any returm from past investments. In all

subsequent years however, the balance of trade will be negative.

2.2 Long Run Growth in the World Economy

Since the equation oí motion for the world economy is the same as for the open economy, we

can again use the Figures 1., 'l. and '3. in our analysis. [Tsing them the results mentïoned in the

introduction can be demonstrated.

A country will be able to maintain its initial advantage in wealth if the world economy ends

up in long run growth equilibrium, as depicted in Figure 2. In the long run growth equilibrium

we know that sry[1 t r'] 1 1 and so equation (5) tells us that the per capita capital flows will

be increasing over time. If however the world economy ends up in a steady state equilibrium

then it must be the case that national incomes converge over time. In this case we know that

sry(1 t r`] G 1 and so equation ( 5) tells us that the per capita level of international capital flows

tends to zero as t tends to infinity. That is, over time the difference in transfers from old to

young between the two countries goes to zero. This case is depicted in Figure 1.

The above discussion of convergence need only assume that the two identical countries `start'

growing at different times. To discuss the impGcations of multiple steady state equilibria we need

to assume that in autarky, the two countries will tend to different steady states. To do this we

must make the much stronger assumption that countries start growing with different initial levels

of k. If this is so then it is possible that international capital flows may reduce a country's long
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run income by Laking it from a high income steady state to a low income steady state or from long

run growth to a steady state. As shown above, the motion of the world economy is determined

b,y t.he world capitalaabor ratio, k, which is just a weighted average of the capitalaabor ratios of

the two connLries. ~I'his is why an initial increase in income inequality may be good for the world

economy in the long run. Figure 3. illustrates the rather extteme example where country A is

tending to total poverty and country B to long run growth. If initially k is below the unstable

steady state equilibrium, it will be necessazy to delay international capital mobility until country

B has grown enough to raise k above this threshold level, if the world economy is to enjoy long

run growth. The delaying of capital market integration will increase the inequality of income

as country A's income will be decreasing and country B's income will be increasing during this

period.

3 Conclusion

This pauer has shown in a very versatile and intuitive model how we can Ilse long rtm growth

theory to radicall,y alter our analysis of the world economy. The model describes under which

conditions a country's initial income advantage will be maintained and under which conditions

there will be convergence of national incomes. It also shows how international capital flows may

reduce a country's long run growth rate and income level and how international inequality of

incomes effects long run growth.
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Figure 2

Figure 2. The ojk) íunction is the return function and depict; an economy
~~ith lon~ run ~rowth.
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Figure 3

Fi~ure 3. The oi n~) function is the return function and depicrs an economv
~~ ith an unst::bie ;[eaá~- ;tate equilihria aswell as lon~ run ~rotcttt. Conntry
Q i; in the lon~ run ~ro~cth re~ion oï the k a.~ci;, country A is not. The ~corld
econom}'~s ~:ies in the Ion; rua ;roa.th re~~on oï the k axis and so both
countries ~cill e~hibit lon; run ~:owth when there is interaational caoital
moiiiiin'. '
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Figure 4
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